
 

 

 

 

Raj Madan, joined our company in 2017.  Not only is he a fantastic Engineer Surveyor, he’s 
also a well thought of, reliable member of the British Engineering Services team.  With his 
customer focused approach, there’s no doubt that Raj is helping make Britain a safer place 
every single day!  We’d love you to hear what Raj has to say about his experience with our 
company so far…we think you’ll be impressed with what he’s got to say. 
 

“I’ve been at British Engineering Services for 3 years now, as an Engineer Surveyor (machinery discipline). I’ll be 
inspecting a telescopic handler used to clean the cow sheds one day, the following week I’ll be putting on overalls 
and going in to a clean room of a leading manufacturer in the aerospace industry. The training that British 
Engineering Services provides really gets you ready for the variety of sites you’ll be visiting. It starts off with the most 
important part; safety. The first two weeks of training focus on operating in a safe way; making sure you understand 
what it means to be safe and making sure others are safe where you work. 

Combining practical and theoretical training methods ensure you really get a feel for the role, and with buddy weeks 
letting you practice what you’ve learnt in a safe way by being accompanied by an experienced Surveyor. The training 
is broken down into modules with assessments at the end of each one making sure you’re ready to move on to the 
next. Once you’ve got some experience on your own for a few months, you get additional modules to let you inspect 
more items. The training doesn’t have to stop, and it adapts to what is available in your area.    

British Engineering Services has always taken pride in its training method and finds ways to continuously improve. 
The new training centre will give new and existing surveyors more opportunities to grow and develop, ensuring we 
continue to set the standard in our industry. 

It was a worrying thought, being on the road without colleagues to talk to, when I started. But throughout my time 
with British Engineering Services I’ve always felt as part of a team. People from all levels of the company make time 
to talk to you and keep you engaged; whether it’s training or sharing ideas. Although you’re on the road, there are 
plenty of opportunities to meet up with virtual monthly team meetings, casual parties and fundraising events.” 

 


